MATV Begins it’s 30th Anniversary
By Ron Cox, Executive Director
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12th Annual MATV
Week
It’s here sooner than you think! Yes,
as always, it seems to catch us by surprise every year. By the time you receive this newsletter, MATV Week
will be in full swing with a weeklong
series of events, which we hope you
will be a part of.

MATV staff at the 2017 Annual Meeting & Celebration. Left to right: Josephine
Royal, Anna Pacheco, Hailey Hao, James Mudge, Ron Cox, Anne D’Urso Rose,
Guillermo Hamlin, Christine DeRosa, Terlonzo Amos and Brian Biggie.

What is it that determines the birth of MATV, Malden’s Media
Center? Is it the year that the mayor of the city (Jim Conway)
selected a group of dedicated individuals from the community
to form a committee and figure out a vision for a public access
TV station to serve everyone in Malden (1986-87)?

Be sure to stop by for any portion of
our capstone event, Open House
Showcase, on Saturday, May 12
from 1:00—9:00pm. It’s free, it’s fun
and there’s plenty of donated food
from our local restaurants. Join us for
this 8-hour live TV extravaganza,
webcast, and Open House, featuring
local talent and people of interest
from our own community.

Or was it when that committee hired a leader (Rika Welsh)
who guided them to officially incorporate themselves as a
nonprofit entity, create their own by-Laws and then begin
looking for a space to build their dream (1988)?
These are all possible scenarios for a date of birth but it also
could be when we opened our doors for the first time in 1989.
That’s when the studio at 145 Pleasant was built and launched
with the help of several volunteers under the leadership of
Emerson Teal and Attorney John Todisco.
To me, the dates of importance are 1988 and 1989. Therefore,
we have decided to solve this problem of when to celebrate by
spending a year and a half from May, 2018 (MATV Week) to
September, 2019 (MATV Annual Meeting) to commemorate
our beginnings as a media center.
MATV, Malden’s Media Center at 30 years old is one of the
oldest community media centers in the country. Locally, only
Somerville Community Media, formerly SCAT, Arlington Community Media (ACM) and CCTV (Cambridge Community TV)
are older than us by one or two years.

Continued on Page 2

MATV Volunteer Member Joe Gray operates a
camera, recording all the action in Studio A.
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Malden Access Television is a nonprofit (501c-3) membership– based corporation established in 1988. Under the terms of the
Malden cable television license agreements
with Comcast and Verizon, MATV is responsible for the management and operation of the
Public, Education, and Government Access
channels for the City of Malden. Since opening our doors, MATV has evolved into a more
broadly defined community media center.
The mission of MATV is to connect community, promote civic engagement, and nurture
arts and culture in the city of Malden.

MATV Celebrates 30 Years (continued from page 1)
We are very proud to be one of the first public access stations in
the area and are very thankful for the vision of former Mayor Jim
Conway who helped make it possible. It was his foresight in
keeping us separate from the office of the Mayor that has made us
a vital independent voice that resonates throughout this city to
this very day.
MATV has come a long way since those early days. From a small
public access station that struggled to fill three channels of public,
educational and government programming to a full fledged media
center that has become a vibrant institution within the city. We
have grown from being called Malden Access Television to becoming MATV, Malden’s Media Center, a place that brings people together: artists, students, citizen journalists, entertainers, community groups and government services.

The tradition of a 30th anniversary is represented by the pearl. So
for that reason (among others), we will be kicking off our one year
celebration at Pearl Street Station Restaurant on Monday, June 11
at 5:30pm with a Birthday Bash MATV Fundraiser.
We invite everyone to come down to 53 Summer Street and join
us as we celebrate not only MATV’s 30th birthday but mine as
well. The rumor is I’m turning 70 and if you combine us both,
you’ve got 100 years of fun, creativity and building community.
This would be a great opportunity to party and show your support
for Malden’s Media Center.
You can choose between a buffet dinner priced at $30 or get a free
ticket and order off the Pearl Street menu. 15% of your food tab
(beverages not included) will be donated to MATV. There will be
all kinds of raffle prizes and a 50/50 raffle as well.
As an extra added treat, comedian and impressionist, Joey Voices
will be making an appearance that night to share his incredible
talent and bring us some laughs.
Tickets can be purchased through Event Brite by clicking on
“Birthday Bash” at our website at matv.org. Don’t miss it: it wouldn’t be a party without you. Hope to see you there!
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MATV Staff Win
ACM/NE Video Festival

MATV is happy to announce that MATV Executive Director Ron Cox and MATV Director
of Production & Programming James Mudge
won first place in the 2017 Alliance for Community Media Northeast Region Video Festival. Their video, It’s a Wonderful Life in
Malden, won in the category that promotes
community media.

Executive Director Ron Cox and Director of Production & Programming James
Mudge holding their awards from the ACM-NE Video Festival held in Falmouth, MA last fall (see article, right).

New Responsibilities, New Focus
By Guillermo Hamlin, Membership &
Outreach Coordinator

This is the third time they have won for a
production that was made for one of our Annual Meetings. It was written and directed by
Ron and edited by James.
What made it special was having local people
like businessman, Carl Rowe, attorney Jordan Shapiro, political consultant Michael
Goldman, police chief Kevin Molis and the
owner of Malden Taxi, Lester Morovitz, playing the major parts. Thanks to everyone who
participated.

It’s been a huge year for me. I was honored to be
recognized for my outstanding contribution &
commitment to making a difference in the Latino community in Massachusetts by the North
Shore Hispanic Association. But that was just the
beginning, since Anna Pacheco’s retirement, I
have assumed the responsibilities of membership and will be coordinating renewals, recruiting
new members, as well as coordinating growth
strategies with Ron Cox & Anne D’Urso-Rose
In addition, I’ve been holding multimedia mixers
to engage more volunteers and help bring in new
members. One mixer featured film critic & Boston Free Radio producer Dan Burke. Another
showcased documentary photographer Nicholas
Pfosi.
Members of the North Shore Hispanic Association with this year’s
award recipients. Guillermo Hamlin, top right.

Our next Multi Media Mixer is scheduled for Wednesday, June 6 from 7-9pm. It will feature poet, educator
and producer, Doug Holder, who is the founder of Ibbetson Street Press and founder/arts editor of Somerville News. Come talk poetry, production and passion
with Doug at MATV.
I look forward to hosting more speakers, screenings,
and events for our members. Stay tuned for what’s in
store for MATV, Malden’s Media Center.
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Notes from the E. D.
By Ron Cox, Executive Director
One of the best things about our Annual Celebration is
that we create a video production that promotes what
we do. This time, our video was called “Star Wars, May
the Media Be with You.”
The premise of the “remake” was to take a look into the
future and wonder what would happen if all the media
on the planet was consolidated into one huge conglomerate called “Comizon” and the only alternative that the
people had was “Maldonia’s Media Center” located on
the planet “Alderaan.” This became the last community
media center in the universe.

MATV Staff (left to right) “Princess Layover” played by Hailey
Hao, “Obie Ron Kanobi “ played by Ron Cox, “Luke Skyrunner”
by Liam Schwab, “Hans Duo” played by Brian Biggie and
“Chewbacci” was played by MHS intern, Amechi Egbynike.

I also want to thank Mystic Station owner
Bryan Palazzolo for opening his establishment to shoot the final scene.
We advertised the final scene recording
day on social media and in the local press
as a chance to be in a local film. All you
had to do was show up in an alien costume. We had over 20 people show up
dressed up in all sorts of alien outfits ready
to “fight for community media”
MATV Director of Operations Terlonzo Amos, as “Darth Vapor,” talking with
Government Access Coordinator Brian Biggie as “Hans Duo,” while intern,
Amechi Egbunike as “Chewbacci” is getting his costume fixed by the director
of the project, Executive Director Ron Cox.

The fun part of the production was having most of the major
parts played by MATV staff members. The only exceptions
were the main character, “Luke Skyrunner” who was played
by youth member, Liam Schwab and “Chewbacci” was acted
by our summer MHS intern, Amechi Egbynike, who at 7 feet
tall was the best person for the part.

Once all the scenes were all shot, the production was handed over to Director of
Productions, James Mudge, to do his magic. His incredible task was to edit all three
weeks of footage that was recorded and
turn it into a coherent, entertaining action
packed production that had a message—
which he accomplished!

We decided to keep the shooting simple and almost
every scene was done in front of a green screen
which gave us the freedom to not only make miniature sets but use all kinds of backgrounds to take the
place of set locations we needed for certain scenes. I
want to thank Government Coordinator, Brian Biggie
who helped me shoot those scenes done with small
starship models and fake trees. They came out terrific.
A special thanks to MATV Office Manager, Josephine
Royal for not only helping out with costumes but
playing one of the aliens in the famous bar scene
which we shot at Mystic Station near MATV.

Liam Schwab as “Luke Skyrunner” is being introduced at
the bar by “Hans Duo” with aliens, Josephine Royal and
Marcel Schwab, looking on.
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MATV member Mike Cherone plays a Comizon soldier to Terlonzo’s
“Darth Vapor” about to destroy the media center in Maldonia.

Former Membership Coordinator Anna Pacheco played the
famous Jedi Knight, “Yoga.” Anna retired this April and we
wish her well.

Thanks to all my staff who helped make the “film”
a success where we all got a chance to have fun
acting and playing fictional characters from a film
we all were familiar from a time long ago.
I’m also grateful for all the MATV volunteer members who contributed their acting skills as well as
all the “extras” who played the aliens at the space
bar. And finally I want to thank Jeff Maingot who
provided the voice of “Darth Vapor,” the evil leader
of Comizon who was out to kill community media.
This project was a true community project where
people came together to make it all happen. This is
what MATV, Malden’s Media Center is all about.

Haunted Studio Highlights 2017

Because of the green trees, some of the scenes had to be shot
in front of a blue screen. That’s Guillermo Hamlin doing sound
as Terlonzo Amos acts as script prompter.
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Annual Celebration Highlights 2017

The Schwab family, left to right: Ose Manheim, Ose Schwab,
Liam Schwab and Marcel Schwab.

MATV Event Coordinator Christine DeRosa is surprised when
she was recognized for her work at MATV, especially for creating
the evening’s centerpieces.

MATV Director of Operations Terlonzo Amos with former
Board Member Sharon Fillyaw who was recognized for her
three years of service on the Board.

Former Membership Coordinator Anna Pacheco signing in
guests as they arrive, making sure membership is up to date so
they can vote for the election of a new board member.

MATV is always thankful to all the local restaurants who
donate some incredible food for our buffet dinner.

Pictured, left to right: former Board member Paul Weston,
producer Joe Viglione, Mayor Gary Christenson, and
MATV Executive Director Ron Cox as “Obie Ron Kanobi.”
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MATV Producer Paul Hammersley accepting his award for
Outstanding New Program 2017 , ”Malden Overcoming Addiction.”

MATV Instructor Masio Dotson received the “Youth Impact Award”
from MATV Educational Access Coordinator Hailey Hao.

Sharon Santillo (left) received the “Excellence in Citizen Journalism”
award from MATV Associate Director Anne D’Urso-Rose.
Singer/Songwriter Kenny Selcer performed
during the celebration.

Membership & Outreach Coordinator Guillermo Hamlin (right) with
Eunice Torres who was recognized as “Volunteer of the Year.”

MATV Educational Access Coordinator Hailey Hao
celebrating with members of the Youth Video Program.
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The Story of the MHS Movie Club
By Hailey Hao, Educational Access Coordinator
When MATV youth member Sammy Lee, a junior at
Malden High School told me that he wanted to start a
movie production club, I immediately said “Yes! Let’s do
it.” MATV would provide access to the facility and equipment so the club would have what they need to create
videos on a regular basis.
A flyer was created to recruit members and a few video
project ideas got started up during the brainstorm sessions. Throughout the next few months, we began to see
a steady group of about 12 members coming to the meetings after school on Wednesdays. I gave the club some
initial training including studio production, on
location production and post production. I was
amazed by how fast the students learned and

MHS Movie Club Member Tiffany Wong editing a project.

After a couple of training sessions, the club was
able to work independently on their own projects under the leadership of Sammy, the president of the club. They have recorded interviews
with each other, a “spicy noodle challenge” and
a short fictional story about environmental issues. Besides doing their own projects, the club
has helped with many MATV productions, such
as the Youth Red Carpet Premiere, Malden Families First and Holiday Greetings. Most recently,
they crewed on the first episode of a brand new
show called Superintendent Salutes. Superintendent John Oteri was impressed by the skills
and professionalism of the club members.
When Sammy was asked what he thought about
the experience, he said, “I am very glad I was
able to collaborate with MATV. We wanted our
members to be able to experience the filmmaking process and be creative. The access to
advanced equipment really helped us to fulfill
our goal. I was also very appreciative of the fact
that MATV provided a place for the members to
meet . With the support of MATV our club was
able to reach further.”
Everyone at MATV has remarked on how polite
and engaged this group of students are. The
club is also very welcoming to new people, including our high school interns and volunteers.
We enjoy seeing them every Wednesday.

MHS Movie Production Club crewing for Malden Families First.
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My Experience as a Movie Club Intern
By Henry Fisk, MATV Intern
I walked into the MATV office last Tuesday, all ready
for another day of my internship. Guillermo, the volunteer coordinator, whom I usually worked with,
was out that day, meaning as the headless-chicken
of an intern I was, I wandered off to find something
to do. I was introduced to Hailey and Ron, who were
at the moment playfully arguing over the choice of
scenery for a new show, Superintendent Salutes,
talking about flower arrangements, and chair choices, et cetera. I was included in the set design, helping them arrange everything properly, and make my
own little elements to the set.

MATV Intern Henry Fisk crewing on the set of the new show
“Superintendent Salutes.”

The next day, I got to meet the members of
the Movie Production Club from Malden
High. They were hard at work on the switchboards and cameras, and all working as a
team. Hailey put me on camera, operating
one of the three studio cameras. We got lots
of really good shots from different angles,
and made our fair share of mistakes, but allin-all, the team of students worked very well
together. The first show was a success!

MHS Movie Production Club crewing for “Superintendent Salutes.”
Sitting on the set, left to right, are: Peter Dolan, Principal of the Early
Learning Center; Superintendent John Oteri; and Abdel Sepulveda,
Principal of the Ferryway School.

Members of the MHS Movie Production Club, Hongtao Huo (left)
and Jinyang Jian (right) crewing on the production.

Personally, I think the MHS Movie Club did a
fantastic job. The crew worked together
seamlessly. Even after the recording was
done, there was a sense of camaraderie between us all, even though I had just met the
team. They were really friendly folks. I was so
glad to be a part of this amazing experience.

MATV Educational Access Coordinator Hailey Hao talks with
the talent on the set of “Superintendent Salutes.”
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By Anne D’Urso Rose, MATV Associate Director
MATV’s Neighborhood View editor Stephanie Schorow comments, “Maybe the internet has brought us
things like fake news and junk email, but it has also done something very good – it has given citizen journalists a platform for reaching their community. There's a huge need for people to write about the issues
of their neighborhood, whether it's an interesting feature or a controversial development.”
MATV’s team of citizen journalists continued bringing us great news reporting and local history stories. If
you don’t already follow the site, please be sure to visit neighborhoodview.org and click the “Follow
Neighborhood View” button on the right-hand side. We are always looking for new journalists, photographers and videographers to join our team! If interested, contact Anne at anne@matv.org.

The Road to Morocco... from Malden

This fascinating five-part series is an “evergreen”
story on Neighborhood View, meaning you can
read it at any time and it will not be outdated.
Throughout the fall, citizen journalist Bonnie
Blanchard recounted her adventures in Morocco
and explained how they stemmed from a path
through Malden. Be sure to check it out! Search for
“The Road to Morocco” on the site. Bonnie expresses her gratitude to Neighborhood View. “I wish to
thank MATV for giving me a chance to discover my
writing voice! With guidance from Anne D’UrsoRose and Stephanie Schorow, I am discovering
interesting topics to investigate. The great feedStreet musicians in Marrakesh from “A Road to Morocco
back and encouragement I received for my pieces
… from Malden” in Neighborhood View.
continue to inspire me to write more. What I find
from uncovering these stories is that we have such an interesting community of residents who care about
many issues involving the place they call home. I have sent the site’s link to many friends out of town and
state, and they are impressed with what we uncover in Malden.”

Local Art Treasures at the
Malden Public Library
Be sure to check out a new series examining
some of the many art treasures located in
the Malden Public Library’s museum-quality
collection of art. Although the artwork itself
cannot be photographed for this series, you
will be able to see the work visually referenced in a variety of ways and learn more
about the piece and the artist. Citizen journalist Jennifer McClain has been jumping into many interesting stories of local history,
including one on James Bailey Upham, believed to be the true author of the Pledge of
“Lincoln at Gettysbury” (the large painting seen in the backdrop) is the
Allegiance and the famous Maplewood Theasubject of the first in a series of “Art Treasures at the Library.”
ter fire, one of the worst in the area’s history. Jennifer expresses, “Being a neighborhood view citizen journalist has allowed me to say unequivocally, “I'm a writer.” And this has allowed me to
open more doors within myself; intellectually, socially and psychologically. I love it!”
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Malden Reads gets topical with “The Hate U Give”
Malden
Reads
continues with it’s
eighth year of
“One City, One
Book” with the
premise of what
would happen if
everyone in the
city of Malden
read the same book at the same time.
MATV, Malden’s Media Center is a lead collaborative partner for the Malden Reads project, along with the Malden Public Library and
a dynamic group of community volunteers.
This year, after much thought and consideration, the Malden Reads Book Selection Committee chose the young adult novel, The Hate
U Give, by Angie Thomas, as the 2018 main
selection. Tackling issues of racial inequality
and police brutality, the engaging book with a
sixteen-year old African American girl as its
protagonist brings you into her life in an immediate and personal way.

Angie Thomas (right) is the author of this year’s Malden
Reads pick, “The Hate U Give.”

The book has been a huge hit with people of all ages in
Malden, enjoying perhaps the widest readership of all
eight successful years of the “One City, One Book”
program. The extensive series of events and programs
have included book discussions, community dinners,
film screenings, a special “Conversation on Race,”
youth events, and family/cultural programs. If you do
not already follow the program, be sure to sign up for
the email list at maldenreads.org. And it’s not to late
to read the book and join the conversation!

Continued from page 10

Special Feature Series:

Smart Growth in Malden
A group of journalists from Neighborhood View
have taken on the topic of development in Malden,
looking at how the city is growing and how the
concepts of “smart growth” might be applied to its
development. To prepare for the series, the team
did research on Malden’s history of development
and the current debate among elected officials.
They have conducted interviews, collected photos
and have divided the series into certain topics inIs Smart Growth the future of Malden? Check out the new
cluding housing, transportation, and the role of
series on the topic of development in the city.
arts and culture. The goal is to inform citizens about
the issue of growth, frame the debate and hopefully spur on thoughtful discussion. The reporting team
includes Karen Buck, Robin Inman, Liz Kelley, Jennifer McClain, Anne D’Urso-Rose and Stephanie Schorow. Citizen journalist Karen Buck states, “Contributing to MATV's Neighborhood View has widened my
scope of Malden: its neighborhoods, its history and its multi-fold character! The journalistic aspect has
empowered me to ask questions, think objectively, and write clearly about our evolving city.”
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Another Election Year Covered by MATV
Every two years, the City of Malden
has a Municipal Election where the
members of both the City Council
and the School Committee either run
for re-election or someone from the
community feels they are ready to
fulfill their civic duty and decides to
run for political office themselves.
MATV was proud to be involved in
an unusually active year. For the first
time we held political forums one for
Ward Councilors: one for Wards 3 & 7
and one for Councilors in Wards 6 &
8. The moderator for both events was
our own Membership & Outreach Coordinator Guillermo Hamlin.
We even had a live TV show from Studio
B, hosted by MATV Volunteers Mike
Cherone and Peter Levine, to bring the
results of the Preliminary Election in September.

Membership & Outreach Coordinator Guillermo Hamlin acted as
moderator for the Candidate Forum for Wards 3 and 7.

In addition, we provided a forum for the candidates for
the Councilor-at-Large seats which was moderated by
the former Mayor of Fitchburg and current Deputy Director of the Asian American Civic Association, Lisa Wong.
We also provided a “Meet the Candidates” opportunity
for all the candidates to give them a chance to
share their views and for citizens to “meet the
person behind the politician.” Each were given
three minutes of unedited video time to share
with the viewers on our channels and online.

Then on Election Night, we provided live election
coverage and results for the viewers of Malden.
Thanks to host Executive Director Ron Cox and
volunteer hosts Greg Lucey, Mike Cherone and
Peter Levine who helped discuss the political
results and what they mean for Malden.
“02148” host Mike Cherone and Malden Observer columnist Peter Levine in Studio B for Preliminary Election night.

On Election Day, Ron Cox interviews MATV member, Liri
Qirici as he supports his candidate.

Left to right: Former Councilor-at-Large Greg Lucey ,
Ron Cox, Journalist Nathan Lamb, and Mike Cherone
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MATV Joins Crowdsourced Video Production
By James Mudge
MATV Director of Programming & Production
In the autumn of 2017, MATV had an opportunity to
participate with other local access centers in a
crowdsourced production of the 1985 classic movie,
Back to the Future.
The original movie was divided into 46 scenes, with
each scene running about two and a half minutes in
length. Each access center was assigned one random
The Bag Puppets were created by Christine DeRosa
scene (or in MATV’s case, three scenes) to recreate in
any imaginative way they could come up with. In fact,
MATV got very creative and shot one scene using paper bag puppets and recorded the dialog in Spanish!
The final production premiered in November at the Coolidge Corner Theatre in Brookline.
Thanks to MATV members Monica and Carlos Calvo, Michael Guarino, Eunice Torres, and staff members
Ron Cox, Guillermo Hamlin, Brian Biggie, and Christine DeRosa for their involvement in this awesome
project! The finished movie may be view online at crowdsourcedboston.com.

James Mudge as Dr. Brown and Ron Cox as Marty McFly.

Michael Guarino as George McFly and
Guillermo Hamlin as his son, Marty.

MATV Podcasting
By Terlonzo Amos, Director of Operations
Do you have a voice? If you do, then you have what it
takes to learn and create your own podcasts! MATV is
now offering classes in podcasting and they have become
very popular.
Podcasting is so easy, it’s almost ridiculous! Let’s hear
your voice and talk about anything you want to talk
about. Share what makes you happy! Tell us what gets on
your last nerves! What makes you laugh to the point of
shedding tears? Your options are unlimited! The best
thing about creating a podcast is that the entire planet
can be your audience. How? Distribution baby! Post your
podcasts to your favorite social media platform & encourage your peeps to repost, retweet, and re-whatever.
Stream your Podcast in directories such as iTunes, Google Play, Spotify, Stitcher, TuneIn, iHeartRadio, Blubrry, Podbay & Podtail to name a few. You can also host your Podcast on our MATV Soundcloud platform
(soundcloud.com/matvmalden) along with the longest episodic podcast produced here at MATV “02148.” We
look forward to hearing what you have to say!
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Seen in the Halls:
The MATV Gallery
The MATV Gallery was pleased to host the paintings of Ilya
Staskevich this past winter. Born in Belarus, Staskevich
studied art at the Minsk Art School, served in the Soviet Army, and later worked on artistic design for industrial engineering plants in Moscow. In 1985, he migrated to the United States and has since created art as a hobby. Painted
mostly in oils, his artwork features a variety of subjects including portrait, landscape, still life and abstractions.
Staskevich states, “The artwork depends on my soul and
spirit condition, on my mood and what God puts in my heart
during the process of creation.” He says of his process, “Each
work must be a reflection of a divine harmony, that is, the
ratio of parts to the whole. The artwork is considered finished if nothing can be taken away or added.”
We are always sad to see each exhibit come down, but we
look forward to the next month-long annual Middle School
Art Show, which will be up on the walls by the time you receive this newsletter!

Red Carpet Premiere for
Youth Videos
By Hailey Hao
Since 2007, MATV has been holding a “Red
Carpet Premiere” of the video programs that
the youth program creates each summer.
However, now that there are programs going
on all year round—from after school workshops to programs during school vacations—
we have decided to hold the premiere in the
fall. This way we can feature highlights from
ALL the videos that were
done over the past year.
The 2017 event was held
at the Malden Senior
Community Center. Over
fifty people attended, including Mayor Christenson. It was a lot of glamour and excitement on the
red carpet. The students
did great with the interviews and really opened
up during the Q&A.
The youth programs involved were Spring Video
Blast, GarageBand, Improv/Acting, Multi Media
Madness and Summer Video Blast.

A self portrait by Ilya Staskevich
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Holiday Greetings
for the Community
2017

MATV Member Jaye Phillips reads from
“A Visit from St. Nicholas” as her contribution to last years Holiday Greetings

Councilor-at-Large Elect
Steve Winslow shares his
Holiday Greetings with the
people of Malden.

Members of Malden School Department’s
Title One Program record their greeting.
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